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(57) ABSTRACT 

An internal voltage generator capable of reducing the varia 
tion Width in the level of an internal voltage VPP, by 
performing charge pumping only a predetermined number of 
times in a period Where an oscillator driving signal is at a 
logic HIGH level, and then stopping the charge pumping 
operation. The oscillator controller generates an oscillation 
control signal for stopping an oscillation operation of a ring 
oscillator by using an output signal of a level detector and an 
output signal of the ring oscillator. The ring oscillator does 
not generate an oscillation signal at a predetermined time 
point Where an output signal of the level detector is at a 
HIGH level in response to the oscillation control signal. The 
charge pump circuit generates an internal voltage by per 
forming a charge pumping operation only predetermined 
times in response to the oscillation signal, and then stopping 
the charge pumping operation. 
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INTERNAL VOLTAGE GENERATOR FOR 
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY DEVICE 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] 
[0002] An internal voltage generator for generating a high 
voltage VPP or a substrate voltage in a semiconductor 
memory device is shoWn and described. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

1. Technical Field 

[0004] As semiconductor memory devices become faster 
and loWer in poWer usage, internal operation becomes very 
sensitive to noise. Semiconductor memory, particularly 
DRAM devices, usually include an internal voltage genera 
tor for generating an internal voltage of a predetermined 
level for the internal operation in addition to an external 
input voltage. An internal voltage generator can generate a 
voltage higher than an external high voltage, i.e., a high 
voltage VPP, or a voltage loWer than an external loW voltage 
(usually, ground voltage), i.e., a back bias voltage or a 
substrate voltage. An internal voltage generator generates an 
internal voltage of a predetermined level by employing a 
charge pumping mode. 

[0005] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the con?gu 
ration of a conventional internal voltage generator. The 
internal voltage generator 100 includes a level detector 110, 
a ring oscillator 120, a pump controller 130 and a charge 
pump 140. 

[0006] The level detector 110 detects the level of the 
internal voltage VPP to generate an oscillator driving signal 
ppe. The ring oscillator 120 generates an oscillation signal 
osc using the oscillator driving signal ppe. The pump 
controller 130 generates a pump control signal ctr using the 
oscillation signal osc. The charge pump 140 generates the 
internal voltage VPP in response to the pump control signal 
ctr. 

[0007] Such a conventional internal voltage generator 100 
has only one oscillator driving signal ppe capable of con 
trolling the operation of the ring oscillator 120. That is, if a 
period Where the oscillator driving signal ppe is at a HIGH 
level is decided, the oscillation signal osc of the ring 
oscillator 120 is generated only in said period. 

[0008] In this case, if current consumption of the level 
detector 110 is reduced in order to reduce current consump 
tion in a standby operation, a driving current is also reduced 
to reduce the response speed of the level detector 110. 

[0009] If a response time of the level detector 110 and the 
period Where the oscillator driving signal ppe having a 
HIGH level are ?xed in accordance With an active operation, 
the ring oscillator 120 continues generating the oscillation 
signal osc because the oscillator driving signal ppe is at the 
HIGH level although it becomes necessary to stop charge 
pumping because the internal voltage VPP rises to a target 
level. In this case, there is a problem in that the voltage level 
of the internal voltage VPP undesirably increases higher 
than the target level because the charge pumping operation 
continues. 

[0010] FIG. 2 is a Waveform shoWing variation in the 
level of an internal voltage generated from the internal 
voltage generator shoWn in FIG. 1. 
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[0011] The conventional internal voltage generator con 
tinues to perform charge pumping due to a sloW response 
speed of the level detector 110 at a time point Where the 
pumping needs to be stopped since the charge pumping 
operation has been su?iciently performed. In this case, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2, there occurs a section Where the internal 
voltage VPP rises over a target level like circles indicated by 
dotted lines. Accordingly, there is a problem in that the 
variation Width in the level of the internal voltage VPP is 
greater. 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[0012] Accordingly, an internal voltage generator is dis 
closed Which is capable of reducing the variation Width in 
the level of an internal voltage VPP by performing charge 
pumping only a predetermined number of times even When 
an oscillator driving signal is at a logic HIGH level, and then 
stopping the charge pumping operation. 

[0013] According to a ?rst embodiment, an internal volt 
age generator comprises a level detector for detecting a 
voltage level of an internal voltage to generate an oscillator 
driving signal, a ring oscillator for generating an oscillation 
signal in response to the oscillator driving signal, an oscil 
lator controller for generating an oscillation control signal 
for stopping an oscillation operation of the ring oscillator 
using the oscillator driving signal and the oscillation signal, 
and a charge pump circuit for performing charge pumping 
only predetermined number of times in response to the 
oscillation signal, thus generating an internal voltage, and 
then stopping the charge pumping operation, Wherein the 
ring oscillator stops the oscillation operation even at a 
predetermined time point in a period Where the oscillator 
driving signal is activated, in response to the oscillation 
control signal. 

[0014] The internal voltage generator including the level 
detector, the ring oscillator, and the charge pump circuit may 
comprise an oscillator controller that generates an oscillation 
control signal for stopping the oscillation operation of the 
ring oscillator by using an output signal of the level detector 
and an output signal of the ring oscillator. The ring oscillator 
may not generate an oscillation signal at a predetermined 
time point Where an output signal of the level detector is at 
a HIGH level in response to the oscillation control signal. 
The charge pump circuit may generate an internal voltage by 
performing a charge pumping operation only predetermined 
number of times in response to the oscillation signal even in 
the period Where the output signal of the level detector is at 
a HIGH level, and then stopping the charge pumping opera 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the con?gu 
ration of a conventional internal voltage generator; 

[0016] FIG. 2 is a Waveform shoWing variation in the 
level of an internal voltage generated from the internal 
voltage generator shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0017] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the con?gu 
ration of an internal voltage generator according to an 
embodiment; 
[0018] FIG. 4 is a detailed circuit diagram shoWing a ring 
oscillator of FIG. 3; 
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[0019] FIG. 5 is a detailed block diagram illustrating an 
oscillator controller of FIG. 3; 

[0020] FIG. 6 is a detailed circuit diagram of each of 
frequency dividers shoWn in FIG. 5; 

[0021] FIG. 7 is a Waveform showing signals output from 
the frequency divider of FIG. 6; 

[0022] FIG. 8 is a detailed circuit diagram of a termination 
controller shoWn in FIG. 5; and 

[0023] FIG. 9 is a Waveform shoWing variation in the 
level of an internal voltage generated from the internal 
voltage generator shoWn in FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0024] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the con?gu 
ration of a disclosed internal voltage generator. The internal 
voltage generator 300 includes a level detector 310, a ring 
oscillator 320, a pump controller 330, a charge pump 340 
and an oscillator controller 400. 

[0025] The level detector 310 detects the level of an 
internal voltage VPP to generate an oscillator driving signal 
ppe. The ring oscillator 320 generates an oscillation signal 
osc using the oscillator driving signal ppe. The oscillator 
controller 400 generates an oscillation control signal osc_ctr 
for stopping an oscillation operation at a predetermined time 
point using the oscillation signal osc, even When the oscil 
lator driving signal ppe is at a HIGH level. The oscillation 
control signal osc_ctr generated thus is again input to the 
ring oscillator 320. The ring oscillator 350 does not generate 
the oscillation signal osc at a predetermined time point in a 
period Where the oscillator driving signal ppe is at a HIGH 
level in response to the oscillation control signal osc_ctr. 
The pump controller 330 generates a pump control signal ctr 
using the oscillation signal osc. The charge pump 340 
performs charge pumping only at a predetermined time or 
predetermined times in response to the pump control signal 
ctr, thus generating internal voltages VPP, and stops the 
charge pumping operation even When the oscillator driving 
signal ppe is at a HIGH level. 

[0026] FIG. 4 is a detailed circuit diagram of the ring 
oscillator 320 shoWn in FIG. 3. The ring oscillator 320 is 
composed of a NAND gate 311, and inverter chains 312 to 
317 of a ring structure. 

[0027] Referring to FIG. 4, the NAND gate 311 performs 
a NAND operation on the oscillation control signal osc_ctr, 
the oscillator driving signal ppe, and a feedback signal. The 
inverter chains 312 to 314 delay the output signal of the 
NAND gate 311 to output the oscillation signal osc. The 
inverter chains 315 to 317 delay the oscillation signal osc, 
and then feedback it to the input of the NAND gate 411. 

[0028] At this time, the oscillator driving signal ppe is at 
a LOW level in normal times, but shifts to a HIGH level in 
a period Where charge pumping has to be performed. The 
oscillation control signal osc_ctr is at a HIGH level in 
normal times, but shifts to a LOW level at a time point Where 
charge pumping must be stopped, thus stopping an oscilla 
tion operation. Thereafter, if the oscillator driving signal ppe 
shifts to a LOW level, the oscillation control signal osc_ctr 
shifts to a HIGH level again, and is then initialiZed in 
preparation for a next pumping operation. 
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[0029] FIG. 5 is a detailed circuit diagram of the oscillator 
controller 400 shoWn in FIG. 3. The oscillator controller 400 
includes a plurality of frequency dividers 410 to 430 and a 
termination controller 450. 

[0030] Referring to FIG. 5, the plurality of the frequency 
dividers 410 to 430 make the frequency of the oscillation 
signal osc by half, and thus output ?rst oscillation number 
control signals fd1 to fd3 the cycles of Which are tWice, four 
times and eight times of the cycle of an oscillation signal. 
The termination controller 450 outputs the oscillation con 
trol signal osc_ctr for stopping the oscillation operation of 
the ring oscillator 320 at a predetermined time point in a 
period Where the oscillator driving signal ppe is at a HIGH 
level in response to the ?rst oscillation number control 
signals fd1 to fd3 having a different cycle. 

[0031] FIG. 6 is a detailed circuit diagram of each of the 
frequency dividers shoWn in FIG. 5. The frequency divider 
includes inverters 41, 42, transfer gates 43, 44, a NAND gate 
45, an inverter 46, transfer gates 47, 48, and inverters 49, 50. 

[0032] The inverter 41 inverts the oscillation signal osc 
and outputs an oscillation bar signal /osc. The inverter 42 
inverts a ?rst oscillation number control signal fd<i> being 
a signal of a node d. Te transfer gate 43 transfers the output 
signal of the inverter 42 to a node a under the control of the 
oscillation signal osc and the oscillation bar signal /osc. The 
NAND gate 45 performs a NAND operation on the signal of 
the node a and the oscillator driving signal ppe, and then 
outputs the results to a node b. The inverter 46 inverts the 
signal of the node b. The transfer gate 44 transfers the output 
signal of the inverter 46 to the node a under the control of 
the oscillation signal osc and the oscillation bar signal /osc. 
The transfer gate 47 transfers the signal of the node b to a 
node c under the control of the oscillation signal osc and the 
oscillation bar signal /osc. The inverter 49 inverts the signal 
of the node c and then outputs the inverted signal to the node 
d. The inverter 50 inverts the signal of the node d. The 
transfer gate 48 transfers the output signal of the inverter 50 
to the node c under the control of the oscillation signal osc 
and the oscillation bar signal /osc. 

[0033] The operation of the frequency divider Will noW be 
described. 

[0034] Since the oscillator driving signal ppe is at a LOW 
level in normal time, the node b becomes a HIGH level. 
Assuming that an initial value of the oscillation signal osc is 
at a LOW level, the transfer gate 47 is turned on and the 
signal (HIGH level) of the node b is thus transferred to the 
node c. The signal of the node c is transferred to the node d 
(LOW level) through the inverter 49. The initial value of the 
node d, i.e., the initial value of the output signal fd<in> of 
the frequency divider becomes a LOW level. At this time, 
the transfer gate 43 is turned off and does not transfer the 
signal of the node d to the node a. The transfer gate 44 is 
turned on so that a latch is formed by the NAND gate 45, the 
inverter 46 and the transfer gate 44, and the transfer gate 48 
is turned off. 

[0035] If charge pumping begins, the oscillator driving 
signal ppe becomes a HIGH level, and the NAND gate 45 
simply serves as an inverter. At this time, if the oscillation 
signal osc shifts to a HIGH level, the transfer gates 43, 48 
are turned on and the transfer gates 44, 47 are turned off. 
Thus, the LOW level of the node d is transferred up to the 
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node b through the inverter 42, the transfer gate 43 and the 
NAND gate 45. The level of the ?rst oscillation number 
control signal fd<i> does not vary. Then, if the oscillation 
signal osc shifts from the HIGH level to a LOW level, the 
transfer gates 43, 48 is turned off, and the transfer gates 44, 
47 are turned on. Thus, the LOW level of the node b is 
transferred to the node d through the inverter 49, and the ?rst 
oscillation number control signal fd<i> shifts to a HIGH 
level. 

[0036] Through this operation, the frequency divider gen 
erates the ?rst oscillation number control signals fd<i>, 
Which shifts at a falling edge of the oscillation signal osc. 
The cycle of the ?rst oscillation number control signal fd<i> 
formed thus becomes tWice, four times or eight times of the 
oscillation signal osc. 

[0037] FIG. 7 shoWs a Waveform of the oscillation signal 
osc and the ?rst oscillation number control signals fd1 to 
fd3. The ?rst oscillation number control signal fd1 has the 
cycle of tWice of the oscillation signal osc, the ?rst oscilla 
tion number control signal fd2 has the cycle of four times of 
the oscillation signal osc, and the ?rst oscillation number 
control signal fd3 has the cycle of eight times of the 
oscillation signal osc. 

[0038] FIG. 8 is a detailed circuit diagram of the termi 
nation controller 450 shoWn in FIG. 5. The termination 
controller 450 includes an oscillation decision unit 470, an 
oscillation number controller 480, and an oscillation con 
troller 490. The oscillation decision unit 470 generates 
oscillation decision signals f1, f2 for deciding the number of 
charge pumping according to cutting of a fuse. 
[0039] Referring to FIG. 8, the oscillation decision unit 
470 comprises fuses 51, 53, inverters 52, 54, capacitors C1, 
C2, and NMOS transistors N1, N2. The fuse 51 has one end 
connected to a poWer source voltage and the other end 
connected to a node e. The fuse 53 has one end connected 
to a poWer source voltage and the other end connected to a 
node f. The inverter 52 inverts a signal of the node e and thus 
outputs an oscillation decision signal f1. The inverter 54 
inverts a signal of the node f and thus outputs an oscillation 
decision signal f2. The NMOS transistor N1 is connected in 
parallel to the capacitor C1, and the NMOS transistor N2 is 
connected in parallel to the capacitor C2. The NMOS 
transistor N1 is connected betWeen the node e and a ground 
voltage, and has a gate to Which the oscillation decision 
signal fl is input. The NMOS transistor N2 is connected 
betWeen the node f and the ground voltage, and has a gate 
to Which the oscillation decision signal f2 is input. The 
capacitor C1 is connected betWeen the node e and the ground 
voltage, and the capacitor C2 is connected betWeen the node 
f and the ground voltage. 
[0040] The operation of the oscillation decision unit 470 
Will noW be described. The fuses 51, 53 are connected in 
normal times, and are cut, if needed. For example, if it is not 
necessary to control the charge pumping operation number 
(time) of the internal voltage generator, both the oscillation 
decision signals f1, f2 keep a LOW level since the fuses 51, 
53 are connected. Since the initial value of the oscillator 
driving signal ppe is also at a LOW level, the oscillation 
control signal osc_ctr has an initial value of a HIGH level. 
In this case, the ring oscillator 320 operates in the same 
manner as the prior art. 

[0041] If it is necessary to reduce the charge pumping 
operation number (period), one or all of the fuses 51, 53 
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have to be cut. The levels of the oscillation decision signals 
f1, f2 are determined depending upon the cutting of the fuses 
51, 53. Ifthe fuse 51 is cut, the oscillation decision signal f1 
becomes a HIGH level and the oscillation decision signal f2 
becomes a LOW level. If the fuse 52 is cut, the oscillation 
decision signal f2 becomes a HIGH level and the oscillation 
decision signal f1 becomes a LOW level. If both the fuses 
51, 52 are cut, both the oscillation decision signals f1, f2 
become a HIGH level. 

[0042] The charge pumping number (time) can be decided 
according to cutting of these fuses 51, 53. The pumping 
number can be also changed according to an externally input 
command instead of the fuses 51, 53. 

[0043] Referring back to FIG. 8, the oscillation number 
controller 480 serves to decode the oscillation decision 
signals f1, f2, and thus to generate second oscillation num 
ber control signals M1 to M3. The oscillation number 
controller 480 includes inverters 55, 56, NAND gates 57 to 
59, and inverters 60 to 62. 

[0044] The inverter 55 inverts the oscillation decision 
signal f1, and the inverter 56 inverts the oscillation decision 
signal f2. The NAND gate 57 performs a NAND operation 
on the oscillation decision signal f1 and the output signal of 
the inverter 56, and the NAND gate 58 performs a NAND 
operation on the oscillation decision signal f2 and the output 
signal of the inverter 55. The NAND gate 59 performs a 
NAND operation on the oscillation decision signals f1, f2. 
The inverter 60 inverts the output signal of the NAND gate 
57 and thus outputs the second oscillation number control 
signal M1. The inverter 61 inverts the output signal of the 
NAND gate 58 and thus outputs the second oscillation 
number control signal M2. The inverter 629 inverts the 
output signal of the NAND gate 59 and thus outputs the 
second oscillation number control signal M3. 

[0045] If it is predetermined that a charge pump performs 
pumping only once, the second oscillation number control 
signal M1 is at a HIGH level. If it is predetermined that the 
charge pump performs pumping only tWice, the second 
oscillation number control signal M2 is at a HIGH level. If 
it is predetermined that the charge pump performs pumping 
only sixth times, the second oscillation number control 
signal M3 is at a HIGH level. 

[0046] Referring again to FIG. 8, the oscillation controller 
490 generates the oscillation control signal osc_ctr for 
stopping the oscillation operation of the ring oscillator by 
using the ?rst oscillation number control signals fd1 to fd3 
and the second oscillation number control signals M1 to M3 
in a period Where the oscillator driving signal ppe is at a 
HIGH level. This oscillation controller 490 includes a 
PMOS transistor P1, a NMOS transistor N11, a latch circuit 
63, an inverter 64, and NMOS transistors N3 to N9. 

[0047] The PMOS transistor P1 and the NMOS transistor 
N10 are connected betWeen a poWer source voltage and a 
node g in a serial manner, and have respective gates to Which 
the oscillator driving signal ppe is input. The latch circuit 63 
latches the output signals of the PMOS transistor PI and the 
NMOS transistor N10. The inverter 64 inverts the latched 
signal and thus outputs the oscillation control signal osc_ctr. 
The NMOS transistors N3, N4 are serially connected 
betWeen the node g and a ground voltage. The NMOS 
transistors N5, N6 are also serially connected betWeen the 
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node g and the ground voltage. The NMOS transistors N7, 
N8 and N9 are also connected betWeen the node g and the 
ground voltage in a serial manner. The NMOS transistors 
N3, N4, the NMOS transistors N5, N6, and the NMOS 
transistors N7, N8 and N9 are connected in parallel to one 
another. 

[0048] The operation of the oscillation controller 490 Will 
be beloW described With reference to FIG. 7. In the case 
Where it is predetermined that a charge pump performs 
pumping only once, if the second oscillation number control 
signal M1 is input as a HIGH level With the oscillator 
driving signal ppe being input as a HIGH level, the NMOS 
transistor N2 is turned on. Initially, since the ?rst oscillation 
number control signal fd1 is at a LOW level, the NMOS 
transistor N4 is turned off, and the oscillation control signal 
osc_ctr keeps a HIGH level. In a While, after the oscillation 
signal osc is toggled once (one cycle) as shoWn in FIG. 7, 
if the ?rst oscillation number control signal fd1 becomes a 
HIGH level, the NMOS transistor N4 is turned on, and the 
oscillation control signal osc_ctr is output as a LOW level. 
If the control signal osc_ctr becomes a LOW level, the ring 
oscillator stops the oscillation operation, and the charge 
pump 340 does not perform charge pumping any more. 
Thereafter, although the ?rst oscillation number control 
signal fd1 shifts to a LOW or HIGH level, the oscillation 
control signal osc_ctr keeps the LOW level. In this case, the 
charge pump performs the charge pumping operation only 
once and then stops the charge pumping operation. 

[0049] In the case Where it is predetermined that a charge 
pump performs pumping tWice, the second oscillation num 
ber control signal M2 is input as a HIGH level With the 
oscillator driving signal ppe being input as a HIGH level, the 
NMOS transistor N5 is turned on. After the oscillation signal 
osc is toggled tWice (tWo cycles) as shoWn in FIG. 7, if the 
?rst oscillation number control signal fd2 becomes a HIGH 
level, the NMOS transistor N6 is turned on, and the oscil 
lation control signal osc_ctr is output as a LOW level. In this 
case, the charge pump performs the charge pumping opera 
tion only tWice and then stops the charge pumping operation. 
[0050] In the case Where it is predetermined that a charge 
pump performs pumping six times, the second oscillation 
number control signal M3 is input as a HIGH level With the 
oscillator driving signal ppe being input as a HIGH level, the 
NMOS transistor N7 is turned on. At a time point Where the 
?rst oscillation number control signals fd2, fd3 become a 
HIGH level at the same time, the oscillation control signal 
osc_ctr becomes a LOW level. Therefore, after the oscilla 
tion signal osc is toggled six times (six cycles) as shoWn in 
FIG. 7, the ?rst oscillation number control signal fd2 
becomes a HIGH level. Therefore, the NMOS transistor N9 
is ?rst turned on, and the NMOS transistor N8 is then is 
turned on. Thus, the oscillation control signal osc_ctr is 
output as a LOW level. In this case, the charge pump 
performs the pumping only six times and then stops the 
charge pumping operation. 
[0051] In addition, the pumping number of the charge 
pump can be controlled by generating a greater number of 
?rst oscillation number control signals though the addition 
of a greater number of frequency dividers. Further, the 
pumping number of the charge pump can be changed in a 
Wafer state or ?nished good state. 

[0052] FIG. 9 is a Waveform shoWing variation in the 
level of an internal voltage generated from the internal 
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voltage generator shoWn in FIG. 3. From FIG. 9, it can be 
seen that the internal voltage VPP generated in the internal 
voltage generator according to the present invention has the 
variation Width in the voltage level, Which is smaller than 
those of the internal voltage VPP. 

[0053] That is, the disclosed internal voltage generators 
perform charge pumping only predetermined number of 
times, and stops the charge pumping operation after the 
predetermined number of times. The internal voltage in 
Which the variation Width in the voltage level is small. 

[0054] Such a charge pumping operation is performed 
through the driving of the ring oscillator in a period Where 
the oscillator driving signal is at a HIGH level in an active 
operation. In a standby operation, hoWever, even When the 
oscillator driving signal is at a HIGH level, the operation of 
the ring oscillator is stopped, and the charge pumping 
operation is thus stopped. 

[0055] Even in the case Where the same internal voltage 
generator is used in the active operation and the standby 
operation, and the case Where the internal voltage generator 
used in the active operation and the internal voltage gen 
erator used in the standby operation are separately used, the 
oscillation operation of the ring oscillator is stopped even in 
the period Where the oscillator driving signal is at a HIGH 
level only in the standby operation, and the charge pumping 
operation is stopped. 

[0056] As described above, although an oscillator driving 
signal is at a HIGH level, a charge pumping operation is 
performed only at a predetermined time or predetermined 
times, and is then stopped thereafter. Accordingly, the dis 
closed internal voltage generators are advantageous in that 
they can reduce an undesirable over pumping period. 

[0057] Further, since the over pumping period is reduced, 
the variation Width in the level of an internal voltage VPP 
can be reduced. Therefore, the disclosed internal voltage 
generator can generate a stabiliZed voltage level. 

[0058] Although the foregoing description has been made 
With reference to the preferred embodiments, it is to be 
understood that changes and modi?cations may be made by 
the ordinary skilled in the art Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of this disclosure and the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An internal voltage generator comprising: 

a level detector for detecting a voltage level of an internal 
voltage to generate an oscillator driving signal; 

a ring oscillator for generating an oscillation signal in 
response to the oscillator driving signal; 

an oscillator controller for generating an oscillation con 
trol signal for stopping an oscillation operation of the 
ring oscillator using the oscillator driving signal and the 
oscillation control signal; and 

a charge pump circuit for performing charge pumping 
only predetermined times in response to the oscillation 
signal, thus generating an internal voltage. 

2. The internal voltage generator of claim 1, Wherein the 
ring oscillator stops the oscillation operation at a predeter 
mined time While the oscillator driving signal is activated 
and in response to the oscillation control signal. 
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3. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the ring oscillator does not generate the oscillation 
control signal When the oscillator driving signal is activated 
and in a standby operation. 

4. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the ring oscillator comprises: 

a logic element for logically combining the oscillator 
driving signal and the oscillation control signal; and 

inverter chains Which are arranged in an output terminal 
and an input terminal of the logic elements in a ring 
structure. 

5. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the oscillator controller inactivates the oscillation 
control signal after the oscillation signal is toggled N times 
even in the period Where the oscillator driving signal is 
activated. 

6. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the charge pump stops the charge pumping opera 
tion after performing the charge pumping operation N times 
even in the period Where the oscillator driving signal is 
activated. 

7. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 1, 
Wherein the oscillator controller comprises: 

a plurality of frequency dividers for making the frequency 
of the oscillation signal by half, thus generating a 
plurality of ?rst oscillation number control signals 
having different cycles; and 

a termination controller for inactivating the oscillation 
control signal in the period Where the oscillator driving 
signal is activated in response to the plurality of the ?rst 
oscillation number control signals. 

8. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 7, 
Wherein the plurality of the frequency dividers generate the 
?rst oscillation number control signals, Which shift at a 
falling edge of the oscillation signal. 

9. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 7, 
Wherein the plurality of the frequency dividers comprise: 

?rst and second transfer gates, Which are turned on When 
the oscillation signal is received as a HIGH level, and 
are turned off When the oscillation signal is received as 
a LOW level; and 

third and fourth transfer gates, Which are turned off if the 
oscillation signal is received as a HIGH level, and are 
turned on if the oscillation signal is received as a LOW 
level. 

10. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 7, 
Wherein the termination controller comprises: 

an oscillation decision unit for generating a plurality of 
oscillation decision signals for deciding a charge pump 
ing operation number according to a cutting of fuses; 

an oscillation number controller for decoding the oscil 
lation decision signal to generate a plurality of second 
oscillation number control signals; and 

an oscillation controller for inactivating the oscillation 
control signal in response to one of the plurality of the 
?rst oscillation number control signals and one of a 
plurality of second oscillation number control signals in 
the period Where the oscillator driving signal is acti 
vated. 
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11. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 10, 
Wherein the oscillation decision unit generates the plurality 
of the oscillation decision signals according to an externally 
input command. 

12. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 9, 
Wherein the oscillation controller inactivates the oscillation 
control signal if one of the plurality of the second oscillation 
number control signals is activated and one of the plurality 
of the ?rst oscillation number control signals is activated 
after the oscillation signal is toggled N times. 

13. An internal voltage generator comprising: 

a level detector that detects the level of an internal 
voltage; 

a ring oscillator that performs an oscillation operation; 

a charge pump circuit that generates the internal voltage 
by performing charge pumping; and 

an oscillator controller that generates an oscillation con 
trol signal for stopping the oscillation operation of the 
ring oscillator by using an output signal of the level 
detector and an output signal of the ring oscillator. 

14. The internal voltage generator of claim 1, Wherein the 
ring oscillator stops the oscillation operation even at a 
predetermined time When the output signal of the level 
detector is activated and in response to the oscillation 
control signal. 

15. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 13, 
Wherein the ring oscillator stops the oscillation operation 
even in the period Where the output signal of the level 
detector is activated and in a standby operation. 

16. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein the ring oscillator comprises: 

a logic element for logically combining the output signal 
of the level detector and the oscillation control signal; 
and 

inverter chains Which are arranged in an output terminal 
and an input terminal of the logic elements in a ring 
structure. 

17. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein the charge pump circuit stops the charge pumping 
operation after generating the internal voltage by performing 
the charge pumping operation only predetermined times in 
response to the oscillation signal even in the period Where 
the output signal of the level detector is activated. 

18. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein the oscillator controller inactivates the oscillation 
control signal after the output signal of the ring oscillator is 
toggled N times even in the period Where the output signal 
of the level detector is activated. 

19. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 14, 
Wherein the oscillator controller comprises: 

a plurality of frequency dividers for making the frequency 
of the output signal of the ring oscillator by half, thus 
generating a plurality of ?rst oscillation number control 
signals having different cycles; and 

a termination controller for inactivating the oscillation 
control signal in the period Where the oscillator driving 
signal is at a HIGH level in response to the plurality of 
the ?rst oscillation number control signals. 

20. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 19, 
Wherein the plurality of the frequency dividers generate the 
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?rst oscillation number control signals, Which shift at a 
falling edge of the output signal of the ring oscillator. 

21. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 19, 
Wherein the plurality of the frequency dividers comprise: 

?rst and second transfer gates, Which are turned on When 
the output signal of the ring oscillator is received as a 
HIGH level, and are turned oif When the output signal 
of the ring oscillator is received as a LOW level; and 

third and fourth transfer gates, Which are turned oif if the 
output signal of the ring oscillator is received as a 
HIGH level, and are turned on if the output signal of the 
ring oscillator is received as a LOW level. 

22. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 19, 
Wherein the termination controller comprises: 

an oscillation decision unit for generating a plurality of 
oscillation decision signals for deciding a charge pump 
ing operation number according to a cutting of fuses; 
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an oscillation number controller for decoding the oscil 
lation decision signal to generate a plurality of second 
oscillation number control signals; and 

an oscillation controller for inactivating the oscillation 
control signal in response to one of the plurality of the 
?rst oscillation number control signals and one of a 
plurality of second oscillation number control signals in 
the period Where the output signal of the level detector 
is activated. 

23. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 22, 
Wherein the oscillation decision unit generates the plurality 
of the oscillation decision signals according to an externally 
input command. 

24. The internal voltage generator as claimed in claim 22, 
Wherein the oscillation controller inactivates the oscillation 
control signal if one of the plurality of the second oscillation 
number control signals is activated and one of the plurality 
of the ?rst oscillation number control signals is activated 
after the output signal of the ring oscillator is toggled N 
times. 


